1. **CALL TO ORDER**
   - **ROLL CALL**
     - Ken Boulderstone
     - Spencer Hondros
     - Bob Lange
     - William Laudien
     - Anthony Scuorzo
     - Mitch Bernstein
     - Lee Eagles

**FLAG SALUTE**

**Open Public Meeting Act** - Pursuant to the provisions of the New Jersey Open Public Meeting Act, adequate notice of this meeting was properly provided by sending copies of the Notice of Meeting to two newspapers, the Asbury Park Press and the Press of Atlantic City. The Notice was posted at the Office of the Township Clerk and on the bulletin board of the Administration Building.

**REGULAR MEETING**
- Opening remarks – Chairman Lee Eagles

- Member responsibilities - Discussion
  - Ken Boulderstone – Township updates
    - May 13th Redevelopment Commission meeting
  - Lee Eagles and Mitch Bernstein – properties
    - property approval process
    - letters to property owners
  - Bob Lange - Waterfront Updates
  - Bill Laudien – demographics
    - demographic/statistical findings to date
  - Tony Scuorzo and all – marketing
    - introduction to our marketing program
  - Diane Ambrosio
    - future inquiries and communication process
    - Meeting Dates 2019
Chairman Lee Eagles to discuss next steps

Motion to Open for Public Comment:
Motion: 1st ______ 2nd ________
Ken Baulderstone ________
Mitch Bernstein ________
Lee Eagles ________
Spencer Hondros ________
Bob Lange ________
William Laudien ________
Anthony Scuorzo ________

Motion to Close Public Comment:
Motion: 1st ______ 2nd ________
Ken Baulderstone ________
Mitch Bernstein ________
Lee Eagles ________
Spencer Hondros ________
Bob Lange ________
William Laudien ________
Anthony Scuorzo ________

Motion to Adjourn
Motion to Adjourn: ______ 2nd ________
Ken Baulderstone ________
Mitch Bernstein ________
Lee Eagles ________
Spencer Hondros ________
Bob Lange ________
William Laudien ________
Anthony Scuorzo ________